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(figure-ground
experiments), 13-15

Adoption Nation, 47
adrenaline addiction, entropy, 

99-101
Advanced/Anticipatory

organizations (Type A
businesses), 233

advertisements, as potential 
right-of-way, 188

aftermarketing, 108
aging population

demography, 137-142
taxation as entropic system, 

97-98
aging/youth example 

(figure-ground
experiments), 11-13
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agrogenetics, 206
Amazon, 35

rights-of-way metaphor, 
187-188

American Demographics,
report on 2001 Harris
survey, 183

antimodernity countertrend
versus modernity 
trend, 24

Arab countries, demography, 
130-133

Arrow, Kenneth, 225
Asia, demography, 134-135
assortment (competitive

assortment), 196
assumptions, questioning

personal biases, 4
attention, multiplier effect of

distribution channels, 91
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auto leases, 201
autonomy trend, 25

B
baby busts, 131
balance of power (U.S.

government), 75
Banavar, Jayanth, 122
bandwagon effect, 122
barrier to exit (customer

relations), 200
beautification, traditional

versus nontraditional
gender roles, 64

Belkin, Lisa, “The Odds of
That” article, 119

bell-shaped curves, Law of
Large Numbers, 123-125

benchmarking, entropy, 93
bias

organizational traps, 69
distribution channels, 81-91
efficiency breeds

vulnerability, 71-80
entropy, 93-104
integrity leads to quality,

105-116
personal traps, educated

incapacity, 1-68
extremes informing the

middle, 53-68
figure-ground experiments,

8-18
lessons from alternative

perspectives, 18-21
substituting the spiral for the

pendulum analogy, 43-52
trends/countertrends, 23-41

bioprocessing, 206
biosensors, 209
biotech management, 209-212
blocks

organizational traps, 69
distribution channels, 81-91
efficiency breeds

vulnerability, 71-80
entropy, 93-104
integrity leads to quality,

105-116
personal traps, educated

incapacity
extremes informing the

middle, 53-68
figure-ground experiments,

8-18
lessons from alternative

perspectives, 18-21
substituting the spiral for the

pendulum analogy, 43-52
trends/countertrends, 23-41

blogs, 62
brain mapping, 214
Brains/Brawn organizations

(Type B businesses), 233
branding trend, 30
brawn (traditional versus

nontraditional gender
roles), 64

brazenness (traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles), 64

breadwinning (traditional
versus nontraditional
gender roles), 64

breeding (traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles), 64
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“Bridge on the River Kwai
Syndrome,” 102

broncobusting (traditional
versus nontraditional
gender roles), 64

Brooks, David, 101
Brown, Shona, 216
business oversight cycles, 48-51
business planning, 229

anticipation, 231-233
dangers of efficiency, 79-80
faulty analysis, 229
lack of awareness of 

context, 230
linking information to 

action, 230
successful businesses types,

233-234
Byron, Ada, 66

C
capital formation 

(economy), 176
Carson, Rachel, Silent 

Spring, 224
CDC (Centers for Disease

Control), 31
censorship versus free speech, 

61-64
Centers for Disease Control

(CDC), 31
challenged/able example 

(figure-ground
experiments), 13-15

channels of distribution,
disintermediation, 81

choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87

institutional education versus
distance learning, 85-86

media, 82-83
multiplication of identities, 

88-91
print versus the Internet, 83-85
retailing, 86-87

charity (the Republic), 172-173
children, demography, 146
China, demography, 134-135
chronobiology, 215
clients, as potential 

right-of-way, 188
Clinton, Bill, self-defeating

prophecy sample, 223
cloning, 210-216
CLS (Continuous Linked

Settlement) bank, 76
coastal living, demography, 147
COBOL, 66
Collins, Francis S., 215
colocation, 84
commerce (modern), as product

of post-agricultural
societies, 192-193

competitive pricing, 194-196
competitive quality, assortment

and convenience, 196
field position, 199-202
personalization/customization,

197-198
reputation, 198-199

commercialization of
community countertrend,
38-41

communication systems
(economy), 176

competitive pricing, 194-196
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compromise, 151-154
conflicting demands

compromise versus Lowest
Common Denominator,
165-166

definitions, 162-165
employee diversity, 154-157
international conflict, 

158-159
majority rules, 157-158
when denominators are 

4 and 8, 160-162
Comte, Auguste, 129
concentration of conformity 

(as danger of business
efficiency), 80

concentration of power 
(as danger of business
efficiency), 80

concentration of space 
(as danger of business
efficiency), 79

concentration of systems 
(as danger of business
efficiency), 79

concentration of time 
(as danger of business
efficiency), 79

conflicting demands
compromise versus Lowest

Common Denominator,
165-166

definitions, 162-165
employee diversity, 154-157
international conflict, 158-159
majority rules, 157-158
when denominators are 

4 and 8, 160-162
conformity, concentration of 

(as danger of business
efficiency), 80

consensus, 234
Consumer Project on

Technology (Nader), 62
consuming safety trend, 36-38
contacts, as potential 

right-of-way, 188
context, lack of awareness, 230
Continuous Linked Settlement

bank (CLS bank), 76
convenience (competitive

convenience), 196
Copycats (Type C 

businesses), 233
corporate citizenship, 114
corporate social responsibility

integrity leads to quality, 
112-114

versus free-market capitalism,
56-58

cosmeceuticals, 211
cosmerobotics, 211
Council of Europe cyberspace

treaty, 59
countertrends/trends, 23

consuming versus saving
safety, 36-38

decline of community/
commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of affluence,
31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
opting out/self reliance, 25-28
sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

critical mass, Law of Large
Numbers, 120-121

cross-breeding of disciplines,
204-206

cross-sell opportunities, 202
crossover businesses, 211
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customer relations, 200
auto leases, 201
barriers to exit, 200
cross-sell opportunities, 202
frequent-flyer miles, 201
King Gillette model, 201
level-premium whole-life

insurance, 201
customer-centered businesses,

181-183
customers

as potential right-of-way, 188
getting and keeping, 107-110

customization, football meets
shopping metaphor, 
197-198

cyberspace transactions, 73
cycles in business oversight, 

48-51

D
decline of community trend, 

38-41
Dell Computer recycling

program, 58
DeLong, J. Bradford, 196
Democrats (political party), 

three-legged stools of 
the political agenda
metaphor, 174

demography, 117, 129
aging population, 137-142
Asia, 134-135
caution regarding

extrapolation, 148-149
children, 146
global middle class, 143-145
immigration, 135

environmental problems, 136
food distribution, 136
urbanization, 136

Islam, 130-133
Latino influence, 143
long-range population

projections, 147-148
migration to urban areas and

seacoasts, 147
women, 145
Ymigration, 142-143
youths, 133-134

Departments of Motor Vehicles,
rights-of-way
opportunities, 184

dialectic (societal change), 54
differential reproduction,

Theory of Evolution, 204
diffusion drift, 122
digital signal processors 

(DSPs), 208
direct crossover samples, 211
discretionary shopping, 192
disintermediation, 24, 81-82

distribution choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87
institutional education versus

distance learning, 85-86
media, 82-83
multiplication of identities, 

88-91
print versus the Internet, 83-85
retailing, 86-87

distance learning, 85-86
distribution channels,

disintermediation, 81
choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87
institutional education versus

distance learning, 85-86
media, 82-83
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multiplication of identities, 
88-91

print versus the Internet, 83-85
retailing, 86-87

drift (diffusion equation), 122
Drucker, Peter, 57
DSPs (digital signal 

processors), 208
Dworkin, Ronald, 107

E
Earl of Birkenhead, The World

in 2030 A.D., 183
Earth Institute, 205
eco-efficiency, 204
ecological arena, self-defeating

prophecy sample, 
224-225

ecological integrity 
(society), 177

economic value added 
(EVA), 195

economy, 176
educated incapacity, 1-68

extremes informing the middle,
53-56

corporate social
responsibility versus 
free-market capitalism, 
56-58

free speech versus
censorship, 61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 
58-61

traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 

13-15

male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example,

15-18
youth/aging example, 11-13

lessons from alternative
perspectives, 18-21

substituting the spiral for the
pendulum analogy, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

trends/countertrends, 23
consuming versus saving

safety, 36-38
decline of community/

commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of
affluence, 31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
no responsibility self reliance

examples, 25-28
sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

education
institutional education versus

distance learning, 85-86
society, 177

efficiency, 72
dangers for businesses, 79-80
increased vulnerability, 71-73

acceleration through
electronics, 73-74

governmental efficiency, 
74-75

importance of redundancy,
78-80

working at warp speed, 
75-78

Eisenhardt, Kathleen, 216
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electromagnetic interference
(EMI), 74

electronics, advances in
efficiency, 73-74

emerging diseases of affluence
(trends/countertrends), 
31-34

EMI (electromagnetic
interference), 74

employee diversity, 154-157
entropy, 93

adrenaline addiction, 99-101
benchmarking, 93
countering mental trap of

entropy, 101-104
Internet, 98-99
know-how gap, 102
star performers, 94
taxation, 94

encouraging investment, 97
global aging, 97-98
intelliwealth, 95
Internet, 96
massive personal wealth, 

95-96
Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), 224
Equator Principles, 57
EVA (economic value added), 195
Excite, 35
expertise, limits of (educated

incapacity), 1-68
extremes informing the middle,

53-56
corporate social

responsibility versus 
free-market capitalism, 
56-58

free speech versus
censorship, 61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 
58-61

traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 

13-15
male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example,

15-18
youth/aging example, 11-13

lessons from alternative
perspectives, 18-21

substituting the spiral for the
pendulum analogy, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

trends/countertrends, 23
consuming versus saving

safety, 36-38
decline of community/

commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of
affluence, 31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
no responsibility self reliance

examples, 25-28
sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

Extensible Markup Language
(XML), 207

extremes informing the middle,
53-56
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corporate social responsibility
versus free-market
capitalism, 56-58

free speech versus censorship,
61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 58-61
traditional versus nontraditional

gender roles, 64-68

F
failure to link information to

action, 230
family, renewed focus on, 46
farming, biotechnology, 210
fat-tailed distribution 

pattern, 122
faulty analysis, 229
female/male example (figure-

ground experiments), 
9-10

female/male perspective, 
three-legged stools of 
the political agenda
metaphor, 176-178

field position, football meets
shopping metaphor, 
199-202

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 13-15
male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example, 

15-18
youth/aging example, 11-13

fixed images, 83
Flicker, Barry, Working at Warp

Speed: The New Rules 
for Project Success in a
Sped-Up World, 75

flood of information trend, 24

food distribution, 
immigration, 136

foodaceuticals, 211
football meets shopping

metaphor, modern
commerce as product of
post-agricultural
societies, 191-193

competitive pricing, 194-196
competitive quality, assortment

and convenience, 196
field position, 199-202
personalization/customization,

197-198
reputation, 198-199

formal planning, 229
anticipation, 231-233
faulty analysis, 229
lack of awareness of 

context, 230
linking information to 

action, 230
successful businesses types,

233-234
foundation of the Republic, 

171-174
Fox, Robin, 130
Fraser, Nicholas, The Voice of

Modern Hatred, 78
free speech versus censorship, 

61-64
free-market capitalism, 56-58
Freedom of Information Act, 63
frequent-flyer miles, customer

relations, 201
fuel cell technology, 227
fuel cell technology (Rockwell

Automation), 226-228
future trends, Law of Large

Numbers, 126-127
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G
Gaia hypothesis (Lovelock), 205
garbage in, garbage out 

principle, 66
Gates, Bill

self-defeating prophecy
sample, 223

self-fulfilling prophecy 
sample, 222

gender roles, 64-68
genetic engineering, 54, 212-216
genetic mapping, 210-216
genetifitness, 211
Genomics, 216
geoengineering, 206
Gladwell, Malcolm, The Tipping

Point: How Little Things
Can Make a Big
Difference, 122

global aging
demography, 137-142
taxation as entropic system, 

97-98
global labor pool, 217
global middle class,

demography, 143-145
Golden Rule, 107, 111-112
governmental efficiency, 74-75
Green Party, 224
Greenpeace, 224
Guilder, Larry, 225
Guinere, Lani, 157

H
Hague Convention, 60
Hal (human-like computer), 215
halo effect, 122
Halstead, Ted, The Radical

Center: The Future of
American Politics, 174

Hawking, Stephen, 216

health (society), female agenda
in political arena, 177

health care
distribution channels, 87
management of, 207
self reliance trend, 27
self-defeating prophecy

sample, 225
Hegel, George, 54
Heisenberg Uncertainty 

Principle, 44
Henderson, David, 113
Hopper, Admiral Grace 

Murray, 66
HTML (Hypertext Markup

Language), 207
human cloning, 212-216
human evolution management,

212-216
human resources 

management, 218
Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML), 207

I
IBOS (Interbank Online

Systems), 208
Illness and Culture in the

Postmodern Age, 31
immigration, demography, 

135-136
The Imperial Animal, 130
in-your-face phenomenon

(extremes), 55
inadequate analysis, 229
individual biases (educated

incapacity), 1-68
extremes informing the middle,

53-56
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corporate social
responsibility versus 
free-market capitalism, 
56-58

free speech versus
censorship, 61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 
58-61

traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 

13-15
male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example,

15-18
youth/aging example, 11-13

lessons from alternative
perspectives, 18-21

substituting the spiral for the
pendulum analogy, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

trends/countertrends, 23
consuming versus saving

safety, 36-38
decline of community/

commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of
affluence, 31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
no responsibility self reliance

examples, 25-28

sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

individual responsibility (the
Republic), three-legged
stools of the political
agenda metaphor, 172

information cascade, 123
infrastructure dilemma (rights-

of-way metaphor), 
185-187

Institute for Community Design
Analysis, 40

institutional accountability 
(the Republic), 172-173

institutional biases, 69
distribution channels, 81-82

choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87
institutional education

versus distance learning,
85-86

media, 82-83
multiplication of identities,

88-91
print versus the Internet, 

83-85
retailing, 86-87

efficiency breeds vulnerability,
71-73

acceleration through
electronics, 73-74

efficiency in government, 
74-75

importance of redundancy,
78-80

working at warp speed, 
75-78

entropy, 93
adrenaline addiction, 99-101
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benchmarking, 93
countering mental trap of

entropy, 101-104
Internet, 98-99
star performers, 94
taxation, 94-98

integrity leads to quality, 
105-107

corporate social
responsibility, 112-114

getting and keeping
customers, 107-110

Golden Rule, 111-112
stewardship, 115-116
trust, 110-111

institutional education, 85-86
integrity, contribution to quality,

105-107
corporate social responsibility,

112-114
getting and keeping customers,

107-110
Golden Rule, 111-112
stewardship, 115-116
trust, 110-111

intelliwealth, taxation as
entropic system, 95

intentional families, 47
Interbank Online Systems

(IBOS), 208
international conflict, 158-159
Internet

as entropic system, 98-99
citizens (netizens), 40
distribution channels, 83-85
taxation as entropic system, 96

Internet-based education,
distribution channels, 
85-86

investments, taxation as
entropic system, 97

Islam, demography, 130-133
iVillage, 35

J-K
Japan, demography, 134-135

Kauffman, Stuart, 203
King Gillette model (model 

of relationship 
marketing), 201

know-how gap, entropy, 102
Kondratieff Wave theory, 43
Kubrick, Stanley, 2001: A Space

Odyssey, 215
Kurzweil, Raymond, brain

mapping, 214

L
lack of awareness of 

context, 230
Lakoff, George, Moral Politics:

How Liberals and
Conservatives Think, 175

Latino influence, 
demography, 143

Law of Large Numbers, 117-120
bell-shaped curves, 123-125
critical mass, 120-121
future trends/events, 126-127
peer pressure, 122-123

learned intermediaries, 99
Lego-Bio organization, 50
level-premium whole-life

insurance, customer
relations, 201

Levitt, Ted, 106
LiCari, Jerome, 106
limits of expertise (educated

incapacity), 1-68
extremes informing the middle,

53-56
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corporate social
responsibility versus 
free-market capitalism, 
56-58

free speech versus
censorship, 61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 
58-61

traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 

13-15
male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example,

15-18
youth/aging example, 11-13

lessons from alternative
perspectives, 18-21

substituting the spiral for the
pendulum analogy, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

trends/countertrends, 23
consuming versus saving

safety, 36-38
decline of community/

commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of
affluence, 31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
no responsibility self reliance

examples, 25-28

sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

Limits to Growth, 224
Lind, Michael, The Radical

Center: The Future of
American Politics, 174

linking information to 
action, 230

long-range population
projections, 147-148

long-term memory, 84
Lovelock, James, Gaia

hypothesis, 205
Lowest Common 

Denominator, 118
conflicting demands, 165-166
definitions, 162-165
versus compromise, 151-159

employee diversity, 154-157
international conflict, 

158-159
majority rules, 157-158

when denominators are 
4 and 8, 160-162

Lud, Ned, 58
luddites versus techies, 58-61

M
mainstreaming of terrorism, 232
majority rules, compromise

versus Lowest Common
Denominator, 157-158

Malcolm Baldrige Award, 105
male/female example 

(figure-ground
experiments), 9-10

male/female perspective, 
three-legged stools of the
political agenda
metaphor, 176-178
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management
health and social services, 207
telecom management, 207-209
Theory of Evolution 

metaphor, 203
cross-breeding of 

disciplines, 204
“new natural,” 205-216

market cycles, spiral versus
pendulum analogy of
historical cycles, 51-52

market value added (MVA), 195
marketing

aftermarketing, 108
children, demography, 146

maternal use of guilt, 
self-fulfilling prophecy
sample, 226

media, as distribution channel,
82-83

memory storage, 84
metaphors, 169

football meets shopping
metaphor, modern
commerce as product of
post-agricultural societies,
191-202

management by harnessing
evolution, 203

cross-breeding of 
disciplines, 204

“new natural,” 205-216
survival of the fittest, 

216-217
time pacing, 218

rights-of-way, 179
Amazon, 187-188
customer-centered

businesses versus 

sale-centered businesses,
181-183

infrastructure dilemma, 
185-187

potential rights-of-way, 
188-189

tunnel vision, 183-185
three-legged stools of the

political agenda, 171
foundation of the Republic,

171-174
male/female perspective,

176-178
political parties, 174-176

Metcalf, Bob, Metcalf’s Law, 121
middle class, demography, 

143-145
migration to urban areas 

and seacoasts,
demography, 147

modern commerce as product of
post-agricultural
societies, 192-193

competitive pricing, 194-196
competitive quality, assortment

and convenience, 196
field position, 199-202
personalization/customization,

197-198
reputation, 198-199

modernity trend versus
antimodernity
countertrend, 24

monopsony, 217
monotheism countertrend

versus paganism 
trend, 23

Moral Politics: How Liberals
and Conservatives Think
(Lakoff), 175
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multiplier effect of distribution
channels, 81

distribution choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87
institutional education versus

distance learning, 85-86
media, 82-83
multiplication of identities, 

88-91
print versus the Internet, 83-85
retailing, 86-87

Muslim countries, demography,
130-133

MVA (market value added), 195

N
Nader, Ralph, Consumer

Project on Technology, 62
nanny government, 223
nanotechnology, 208
National Human Genome

Institute, 215
National Museum of Women’s

History, 66
navigators, 99
negative information

countertrend versus flood
of information trend, 24

netizens (Internet citizens), 40
Netscape, 35
neural computer (brain 

mapping), 214
neural nets (brain 

mapping), 214
“new natural” (management by

harnessing evolution
metaphor), 205

biotech management, 209-212
cross-breeding of disciplines,

205-206

human evolution management,
212-216

management of health and
social services, 207

telecom management, 207-209
Newton’s Third Law,

trend/countertrend, 41
nontraditional gender roles, 

64-68

O
“The Odds of That” article

(Belkin), 119
OECD (Organization for

Economic Cooperation
and Development), 113

Office Biology, 137
operational structure, 49
opting out countertrend versus

self reliance trend, 25-28
Organization for Economic

Cooperation and
Development (OECD), 113

organizational traps, 69
distribution channels, 81

choices/options, 88
gaining client attention, 91
health care, 87
institutional education

versus distance learning,
85-86

media, 82-83
multiplication of identities,

88-91
print versus the Internet, 

83-85
retailing, 86-87
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efficiency breeds vulnerability,
71-73

acceleration through
electronics, 73-74

efficiency in government, 
74-75

importance of redundancy,
78-80

working at warp speed, 
75-78

entropy, 93
adrenaline addiction, 99-101
benchmarking, 93
countering mental trap of

entropy, 101-104
Internet, 98-99
star performers, 94
taxation, 94-98

integrity leads to quality, 105
corporate social

responsibility, 112-114
getting and keeping

customers, 107-110
Golden Rule, 111-112
stewardship, 115-116
trust, 110-111

Orwell, George, self-defeating
prophecy sample, 221

P
paganism trend versus

monotheism
countertrend, 23

Panel on Audit Effectiveness
(Public Oversight 
Board), 48

Pax World, 57
PDPs (personal development

programs), 41
peer pressure, Law of Large

Numbers, 122-123

pendulum analogy of historical
cycles, substituting with
spiral analogy, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

peripheral engagement 
samples, 211

personal development programs
(PDPs), 41

personal planning
anticipation, 231-233
faulty analysis, 229
lack of awareness of 

context, 230
linking information to 

action, 230
personal traps, educated

incapacity, 1-68
extremes informing the middle,

53-56
corporate social

responsibility versus 
free-market capitalism, 
56-58

free speech versus
censorship, 61-64

studying and applying
extremes, 68

techies versus luddites, 
58-61

traditional versus
nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

figure-ground experiments, 8
able/challenged example, 

13-15
male/female example, 9-10
stability/transition example,

15-18
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youth/aging example, 11-13
lessons from alternative

perspectives, 18-21
substituting the spiral for the

pendulum analogy, 43-44
cycles in business oversight,

48-51
market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

trends/countertrends, 23
consuming versus saving

safety, 36-38
decline of

community/commercializa-
tion of community, 38-41

emerging diseases of
affluence, 31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
no responsibility self reliance

examples, 25-28
sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

personal wealth, taxation as
entropic system, 95-96

personalization, football meets
shopping metaphor, 
197-198

placebo effect, self-fulfilling
prophecy sample, 226

poetry countertrend versus
technology trend, 34-36

political forces, three-legged
stools of the political
agenda metaphor

foundation of the Republic,
171-174

male/female perspective, 
176-178

political parties, 174-176

population projections, 147-148
potential rights-of-way, 188-189
Potential Support Ratio 

(PSR), 137
power, concentration of (as

danger of business
efficiency), 80

pricing (competitive pricing),
football meets shopping
metaphor, 194-196

print, distribution channels, 
83-85

pro-life/pro-choice debate, 54
PSR (Potential Support 

Ratio), 137
psychics, self-fulfilling prophecy

sample, 226
Public Oversight Board, 48
pulsed images, 83
punctuated equilibrium, Theory

of Evolution, 204

Q
quality

competitive quality, football
meets shopping 
metaphor, 196

as result of integrity, 105
corporate social

responsibility, 112-114
getting and keeping

customers, 107-110
Golden Rule, 111-112
stewardship, 115-116
trust, 110-111

“Quality Circles” (quality
program), 106

quantum computing, 208
questioning assumptions, 4
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(RFID), 209

railroad business, rights-of-way
metaphor, 179-181

real estate, as potential 
right-of-way, 188

redundancy, 71, 78-80
reintermediation countertrend

versus disintermediation
trend, 24

relationships (customer
relations)

auto leases, 201
barriesr to exit, 200
cross-sell opportunities, 202
frequent-flyer miles, 201
King Gillette model, 201
level-premium whole-life

insurance, 201
relevance of aging population,

demography, 139-142
religion revival, 46
renewed focus on family, 46
Republic, foundation of, 

171-174
Republicans (political 

party), 174
reputation, football meets

shopping metaphor, 
198-199

retail, distribution channels, 
86-87

RFID (Radio Frequency 
Identity), 209

Rheingold, Howard, 121

rights-of-way metaphor, 179
Amazon, 187-188
customer-centered businesses

versus sale-centered
businesses, 181-183

infrastructure dilemma, 
185-187

potential rights-of-way, 
188-189

tunnel vision, 183-185
risk-balancing effect

(trend/countertrend), 
36-38

Robo Rat, 214
Robo sapiens, 215
Rockwell Automation, 226-228

S
sale-centered businesses 

(rights-of-way
metaphor), 181-183

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 50
saving safety countertrend

versus consuming safety
trend, 36-38

secularism, 23
self reliance trend versus opting

out countertrend, 25-28
self-defeating prophecies

Clinton, Bill, 223
ecological arena, 224-225
Gates, Bill, 223
George Orwell example, 221
health care sample, 225

self-fulfilling prophecies, 221
Gates, Bill, 222
maternal use of guilt, 226
placebo effect, 226
psychics, 226
Rockwell Automation fuel 

cell technology sample,
226-228
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sexual selection, Theory of
Evolution, 204

shopping, modern commerce 
as product of post-
agricultural societies, 
191-202

competitive pricing, 194-196
competitive quality, assortment

and convenience, 196
field position, 199-202
personalization/customization,

197-198
reputation, 198-199

short-term memory, 84
Sierra Clubs, 224
SiGe (silicon germanium), 207
Silent Spring (Carson), 224
silicon germanium (SiGe), 207
Simons, Tony, 106
Six Degrees: The Science 

of a Connected Age
(Watts), 123

Six Sigma, 105
Slash and Burn value set

(organizational), 111
smart mobs, 121
social fabric cycles, 45-48
social responsibility, 112-114
social services, management 

of, 207
socially responsible investment

vehicle (SRI vehicle), 57
societal change, dialectic 

form, 54
sociology of apology

(trends/countertrends), 
28-31

software development,
evolution theory, 214

space, concentration of (as
danger of business
efficiency), 79

spiral analogy of historical
cycles, 43-44

cycles in business oversight,
48-51

market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

SRI vehicle (socially responsible
investment), 57

stability/transition example
(figure-ground
experiments), 15-18

Stanley, Eugene, 123
star performers, entropy, 94
stewards, 99
stewardship

as organizational value set, 111
integrity leads to quality, 

115-116
storage of memory, 84
substituting the spiral for the

pendulum analogy, 43-44
cycles in business oversight,

48-51
market cycles, 51-52
social fabric cycles, 45-48

successful business types, 
233-234

suppliers, as potential right-of-
way, 188

survival of the fittest, 216-217
swarming, 123
systems, concentration of (as

danger of business
efficiency), 79

T
taxation, as entropic system, 94

encouraging investment, 97
global aging, 97-98
intelliwealth, 95
Internet, 96
massive personal wealth, 95-96
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techies versus luddites, 58-61
technology trend versus poetry

countertrend, 34-36
telecom management, 207-209
terrorism, mainstreaming, 232
Theory of Evolution

differential reproduction, 204
management metaphor, 203

cross-breeding of 
disciplines, 204

“new natural,” 205-216
punctuated equilibrium, 204
sexual selection, 204
survival of the fittest

management, 216-217
time pacing, 218

“Third Way” politics, 57
three-legged stools of the

political agenda
metaphor, 171

foundation of the Republic,
171-174

male/female perspective, 
176-178

political parties, 174-176
Tiger, Lionel, 130
time, concentration of (as

danger of business
efficiency), 79

time pacing, 216-218
The Tipping Point: How Little

Things Can Make a Big
Difference, 122

Tober, Barbara, 161
Total Quality Management

(TQM), 105
TQM (Total Quality

Management), 105
traditional gender roles versus

nontraditional gender
roles, 64-68

transactions in cyberspace, 73
transition/stability example

(figure-ground
experiments), 15-18

transportation systems
(economy), 176

Trend Analysis Program, 197
trends/countertrends, 23

consuming versus saving
safety, 36-38

decline of community/
commercialization of
community, 38-41

emerging diseases of affluence,
31-34

Newton’s Third Law, 41
self reliance/opting out, 25-28
sociology of apology, 28-31
technology/poetry, 34-36

tunnel vision (rights-of-way
metaphor), 183-185
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Demographics
report, 183

2001: A Space Odyssey, 215
Type A businesses

(Advanced/Anticipatory
organizations), 233

Type B businesses
(Brains/Brawn
organizations), 233

Type C businesses 
(Copycats), 233
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U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, 224
Ullman, Myron, III, 217
unavoidable ignorance, 224
United Nations Development

Program, 132
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urbanization
demography, 147
immigration, 136

V
value sets (organizational), 111
videoconferencing kiosks, 208
virtual voyeurism, 62
The Voice of Modern Hatred

(Fraser), 78
The Voice of the Earth, 32
vulnerability, increase as result

of efficiency, 71-73
acceleration through

electronics, 73-74
governmental efficiency, 74-75
importance of redundancy, 

78-80
working at warp speed, 75-78

W
Watts, Duncan, Six Degrees:

The Science of a
Connected Age, 123

wealth, taxation as entropic
system, 95-96

Welch, Jack, 105
wetware, 214
Wilson, Edward O., 204
women, demography, 145
Working at Warp Speed: The

New Rules for Project
Success in a Sped-Up
World, 75

The World in 2030 A.D. (Earl of
Birkenhead), 183

Wray, Nelda, 226

X-Z
XML (Extensible Markup

Language), 207

Yankelovich, Daniel, 108
Ymigration, demography, 

142-143
youth/aging example 

(figure-ground
experiments), 11-13
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